It is 100 years since von Graefe first demonstrated a suppression scotoma in an amblyopic eye. ' A review of publications on the subject of suppression in strabismus reveals that this has not been a very active area of research and that what literature there is contains many apparent contradictions.
Early workers found strong suppression at the fovea of the deviating eye in strabismic amblyopia (the point of confusion) and also at the diplopic point (the point on the retina of the deviating eye where the image of the target being fixated by the other eye falls). 23 They made no attempt to describe the fate of images of objects in the rest of the visual field of the deviating eye. Subsequent experimental results have been conflicting: Pratt-Johnson and Tillson found the entire visual field of the deviating eye except the temporal crescent was suppressed in all strabismic subjects except those with monofixation syndrome4; Jampolsky reported hemiretinal suppression,5 and Sireteanu and Fronius described discrete areas of suppression surrounded by regions of facilitation and stereopsis in patients with monofixation syndrome.6 The area of suppression in the amblyopic eye depends on the nature of the stimuli used in the experiment2 4 7; patches of grating, different coloured lights, 6 and geometrical patterns5 have all been used by various authors. There has been a tendency by some authors to generalise from data collected from a few patients with a particular type of amblyopia in an attempt to describe the condition in all patients. It is clear from detailed study of individual patients that no one simple explanation of suppression in amblyopia is sufficient and that a combination of physiological processes is at play.
Psychophysical evidence Binocular rivalry occurs in normal humans when corresponding points in the two eyes view images that are so dissimilar that they cannot be fused. The observer experiences alternating dominance and suppression of each monocular image.89 The process that underlies binocular rivalry has been proposed as the physiological basis of suppression in amblyopia.3 10(12 However, there are a number of objections to this proposition: the characteristic alternation of binocular rivalry is not seen in strabismic suppression; the wavelength dependence of suppression in binocular rivalry differs from that of strabismic suppression'3; suppression in strabismus has been found to be much stronger than rivalry suppression in normal subjects'4 15 and the visual stimuli that lead to binocular rivalry, such as gratings of different orientation in the two eyes, when presented to amblyopes tend to produce rivalry with alternation rather than suppression.5 16 Dichoptic masking '7 18 is the physiological process whereby a stimulus of a given contrast presented to one eye can prevent the detection of a lower contrast but otherwise identical stimulus presented to the other eye. This binocular inhibitory process has been found to be present in some amblyopic subjects'9 and the work of Harrad and Hess has shown that, in the presence of reduced contrast sensitivity in the amblyopic eye, it can at least partly account for suppression in some subjects with small angle strabismus or anisometropic amblyopia,7 15 as well as for reduced stereoacuity in these patients.20
The loss of low contrast information as a result of dichoptic masking is similar to the process whereby a progressive reduction of the contrast of one of a pair of stereo half images leads to a decrease in stereoacuity21 22 and eventually suppression of the lower contrast half image in normal subjects.23 Observers with normal stereopsis suppress some of the monocular information contained in each stereo half image, a phenomenon called fusional suppression.24 McKee and Harrad25 found that stereoanomalous subjects were able to extract monocular information from stereoscopic targets with the dominant eye, while this information was not available to the nondominant eye. They proposed that suppression in these subjects might simply be the effect of fusional suppression in the presence of a weakened binocular signal from the non-dominant or amblyopic eye.
Jampolsky5 and Schor'6 found that similar targets tended to be the most effective stimuli for strabismic suppression (whereas binocular rivalry suppression in normal observers is produced only by dissimilar images in the two eyes). Since crossed or uncrossed disparities may be selectively affected in some stereoblind subjects,26 27 Schor speculated that stimulation of one class of disparity detector (crossed or uncrossed) might lead to suppression.28 He found that in a group of subjects with small angle strabismus suppression was stimulated by the presentation of targets of a fixed disparity and that this disparity dependent suppression was present throughout the central visual field and was not confined to a particular retinal locus.
In 38 We studied the responses of 52 neurons in VI of five normal adult cats to dichoptic grating stimuli and found that, while binocular facilitation was observed with gratings of similar orientation, the response to a grating of optimal orientation presented to one eye was suppressed, for more than half of the 45 binocular cells (25 cells, 56%), by a grating ofvery different orientation shown to the other eye (Fig 1) . Facilitation with iso-oriented gratings amounted to 120-7% ±10O4% ( until recently concentrated on a search for monocular response anomalies of cells at various stages in the primary visual pathway that might account for the severe acuity deficits that are often observed in strabismic humans as well as in animals with surgically induced squint. However A recent study of the early development of binocular interactions in Vl of kittens with optically induced strabismus indicated that suppressive interocular interactions are strongest shortly after the onset of squint and gradually weaken the longer the deviation persists.63 Though at first sight counterintuitive, such a time course may explain the inverse correlation between the strengths of amblyopia and suppression in strabismic humans.14 Data from one animal in our study48 appear to support the notion that suppression decreases once deep amblyopia is established, as if there were no longer a 'need' for strong suppression of the amblyopic eye to eliminate double vision.
There is a powerful drive in the visual system to abolish diplopia and to achieve the best possible vision, albeit through one eye only. These needs are met by a combination of processes: contrast masking, fusional suppression, disparity dependent suppression, and rivalry-like interocular suppression. The first appears to prevail in anisometropic amblyopia,7 the latter three in strabismic amblyopia. That these processes are not identical psychophysically or physiologically with those found in normal subjects can be accounted for by minor modifications in the underlying neural circuitry occurring during visual development. 
